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Background: Pancreatic carcinoma (PC) is an aggressive malignancy that lacks strategies for early detection. This study aimed to
develop a coherent, high-throughput and non-discriminatory pipeline for the novel clinical biomarker discovery of PC.

Methods: We combined mass spectrometry (MS)-intensive methods such as isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantitation
with two-dimensional liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (iTRAQ-2DLC-MS/MS), 1D-targeted LC-MS/MS, prime
MRM (P-MRM) and stable isotope dilution-based MRM (SID-MRM) to analyse serum samples from healthy people (normal control,
NC), patients with benign diseases (BD) and PC patients to identify novel biomarkers of PC.

Results: On the basis of the newly developed pipeline, we identified 41000 proteins, verified 142 differentially expressed proteins
and finally targeted four proteins for absolute quantitation in 100 serum samples. The novel biomarker panel of apolipoprotein E
(APOE), inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain H3 (ITIH3), apolipoprotein A-I (APOA1), apolipoprotein L1 (APOL1), combining
with CA19-9, statistically-significantly improved the sensitivity (95%) and specificity (94.1%), outperforming CA19-9 alone, for the
diagnosis of PC.

Conclusions: We developed a highly efficient pipeline for biomarker discovery, verification and validation, with each step
systematically informing the next. A panel of proteins that might be clinically relevant biomarkers for PC was found.

Pancreatic cancer (PC) has a dismal prognosis and is currently
the fourth leading cause of cancer-related mortality, and it
is expected to become the second within the next 20 years
(Li et al, 2004; Bardeesy and DePinho, 2002; Ryan et al, 2014).
Owing to its asymptomatic nature and high metastatic
potential, the diagnosis of PC is only possible for those in an

advanced state, and the prognosis of PC remains the worst of the
major malignancies (Ghaneh et al, 2007; Xu et al, 2015). The
medium survival rate of PC after diagnosis is o6% and the 5-year
survival rate has remained at B5–7% for decades (Yachida et al,
2010; Wolfgang et al, 2013; Siegel et al, 2014). The ability to
diagnose PC in asymptomatic patients would allow many patients
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to be actively treated, thereby greatly improving their prognosis
(Kaur et al, 2017).

Many researchers have aimed to identify effective biomarkers
for the early detection of PC (Brand et al, 2011). In our previous
work, novel prognostic predictors of PC and PC-associated
diabetes mellitus were investigated based on the analysis of
surgically resected fresh PC tissues and adjacent non-tumour
tissues (Wang et al, 2013a, b, and so on). Ideally, a blood-based
biomarker or biomarker panel would be more optimal as it would
be more feasible and minimally invasive. The Food and Drug
Administration-approved blood-based biomarker CA 19–9 has
demonstrated only modest effectiveness for the diagnosis of PC,
with variable sensitivity (SN, 60–90%) and specificity (SP, 68–91%)
(Locker et al, 2006; Goonetilleke et al, 2007; Goonetilleke and
Siriwardena, 2007; Kaur et al, 2012). It also showed false negative
results in the Lewis negative phenotype (5–10%) (Locker et al,
2006) and false positive results in the presence of obstructive
jaundice (10–60%) (Duraker et al, 2007). These limitations of CA
19-9 have led to the urgent search for alternative biomarkers. The
development of new methodologies for the discovery of biomarkers
is an ongoing endeavor (Chen et al, 2016).

A typical proteomics-based biomarker pipeline starts with a
discovery stage, followed by verification and validation of the
candidate biomarker for its intended clinical use (Rifai et al, 2006).
Discovery proteomics analyses have rapidly developed to detect
and comprehensively quantitate proteins expressed in complex
biological systems, generating hundreds of candidate biomarkers of
differential abundance (Ross et al, 2004; Zhou et al, 2013; Zhang
et al, 2014; Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2014).
Immunoassays and stable isotope dilution-multiple reaction
monitoring mass spectrometry (SID-MRM) offers robust, high-
throughput, and absolute quantification of targeted peptide(s)
across different samples (Addona et al, 2009; Keshishian et al,
2009; Picotti and Aebersold, 2012). However, lacking of commer-
cial available antibodies for specific proteins and posttranslational
modifications hinders the development of newly discovered
biomarkers (Larkin et al, 2016). Besides, it is both time consuming
and expensive to verify dozens or hundreds of candidate
biomarkers for both antibody-based and SID-MRM assays.
Additionally, because of the wide dynamic range of protein
content in serum samples, high-abundant protein depletion
strategies and extensive separation of enzymatically digested
peptides are utilised for better coverage of protein identification
in the discovery stage. Therefore, a general approach is needed to
verify and prioritise the subset of candidate biomarkers that
are detectable in the whole serum sample using one-dimensional
liquid chromatography MRM-MS (1D LC-MRM-MS) analyses,
which can validate biomarkers with high throughput and high
efficiency.

Herein, we employed isobaric tags for relative and absolute
quantitation (iTRAQ)-based comparative proteomics analysis, 1D
targeted LC-MS/MS, a prime MRM without SIS peptides and SID-
MRM in an integrated workflow for biomarker candidate
discovery, verification and validation, respectively. The data from
each stage can systematically inform the next stage without
discrimination. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
construction of a coherent and MS-intensive pipeline for
biomarker development in PC. A total of 150 serum samples from
healthy people (normal control, NC), patients with benign diseases
(BD) and PC patients were analysed, and a new panel of candidate
biomarkers consisting of apolipoprotein E (APOE), inter-alpha-
trypsin inhibitor heavy chain H3 (ITIH3), apolipoprotein A-I
(APOA1) and apolipoprotein L1 (APOL1) showed significant
differences between PC vs NC and BD groups. The combined
diagnosis of the four proteins and CA19-9 outperformed CA19-9
alone in the diagnosis of PC and thus could serve as a potential
predictive biomarker panel.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and specimens. A total of 150 blood samples were
recruited (using informed consent) at the Zhongshan Hospital
between June 2010 and January 2012, and categorised as follows:
NC (n¼ 40), BD (n¼ 30, pancreatitis (4), pancreatic cysts (13),
benign tumours (13)), and PC (n¼ 80). The research followed the
tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the
Ethics Committee of the Fudan University Shanghai Zhongshan
hospital. Blood samples were collected in the morning after an
overnight fast using Vacutainer tubes (Becton Dickinson, Franklin
Lakes, NJ, USA) without anticoagulant and allowed to clot at room
temperature for 1 h before centrifugation at 1500 g for 10 min. The
serum was removed, immediately aliquoted in sterile centrifuge
tubes and stored at � 80 1C for future analysis.

2D LC-MS/MS analysis of iTRAQ-labelled peptides. In the
discovery stage, every 10 serum samples were pooled together in
each group for subsequent analysis. The high-abundant proteins
from the pooled serum sample were depleted using a Human 14
Multiple Affinity Removal System Column (Agilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, CA, USA). Proteins were then digested (Wisniewski
et al, 2009), followed by iTRAQ labelling, according to the
manufacture’s instructors. As a consequence, two sets of iTRAQ 8-
Plex (NC with 113 and 114 tags, BD with 115 and 116 tags, and PC
with 117, 118, 119 and 121 tags) and 1 set of iTRAQ 5-Plex (NC
with 113 tags, BD with 115 and 116 tags, and PC with 117 tags)
were constructed to provide multiple biological replicates. The
labelled peptides were then fractionated with high pH reversed-
phase liquid chromatography on a UPLC system (Waters, Milford,
MA, USA).

Nano-LC-MS/MS analyses were performed on a Nanoeasy
system with a 50- cm-long column (75 um id� 50- cm-long,C18,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) connected to a Q
Exactive Hybrid Quadrupole-Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific), and a 1D Plus nano LC system (Eksigent of
Sciex, Framingham, MA, USA) coupled with the Triple TOF 5600
system (Sciex, Framingham, MA, USA). The detailed methods may
be found in the Supplementary section.

Protein identification and quantitation analysis were performed
with Proteome Discovery (v.1.3, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and
ProteinPilot (version 4.5, Sciex). All the data were searched against
the Swiss-Prot human database (20,238 entries) with MS tolerance
set at 20 ppm, and MS/MS tolerance set at 0.1 Da.

In this study, a false discovery rate (FDR) lower than 1% was
used to control protein level identification based on the target-
decoy strategy. Proteins with at least one unique peptide with
confidence higher than 95% were used for quantitation. Student’s
t-test (PC vs control (NC and BD)) was applied to compare the
protein expression levels between the PC group and the control
group. The mean value of the ratio of each group was used to
calculate the fold change. Proteins with a fold change larger than
1.2 or less than 0.8 with a Student’s t-test P-value o0.05 were
selected as differently expressed proteins. A total of 142 proteins
met these criteria.

1D-targeted LC-MS/MS. Referring to the spectrums generated
above, the precursor-ion intensities of all the unique peptides of the
142 proteins were analysed. The six most intense unique peptides
of each protein were selected and their m/z values were set as the
inclusion list for 1D-targeted LC-MS/MS detection on a Triple
TOF 5600 system. A total of 2mg of enzymatically digested crude
serum sample without high abundant protein depleted was used
for the analysis. A short list of 49 proteins was identified with high
confidence (FDRo1%, peptide confidence 495%).
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P-MRM analysis. For the P-MRM analysis, a total of 96 crude
unique peptides corresponding to the 49 proteins were synthesised
and used to optimise the transition selection, method building,
retention time scheduling for the MRM assay development. An
exogenous peptide was added to each digested crude serum sample
working as an internal standard. In total, 1 pmol of each crude
peptide and 2 mg of digested peptides from 52 crude serum samples
were analysed separately.

The MRM analyses were performed on a 6500 QTRAP hybrid
triple quadrupole/liner ion trap mass spectrometer (Sciex)
interfaced with a UPLC system (Eksigent of Sciex) using a
15-cm-long column (75 mm id� 150, C18). The MRM data were
processed using Skyline software (v 3.1) resulting in 4 significantly
changed candidate biomarkers (Po0.05%, comparing PC with NC
and BD groups; fold change 41.2 or fold change o0.8).

SID-MRM analysis. For the SID-MRM analysis, four stable
isotope-labelled peptides corresponding to the best performing
peptides of the targeted proteins were synthesised (Bankpeptide,
Ltd., China). SIS peptide of 4–5 orders of magnitude were added
to the digested serum proteins and tested in triplicate to construct

a standard curve (Supplementary Information S8). A certain
concentration of SIS peptide were spiked in each sample and the
absolute quantitation of interested peptides were carried out in 100
serum samples (34 NCs, 26 BDs and 40 PCs). The concentrations
of the endogenous peptides were calculated as follows:
Cendogenous¼CSIS� peak areaendogenous/peak areaSIS. Detailed infor-
mation can be found in the Supplementary Methods Section.

Immunoassay measurement of CA19-9 level. CA19-9 levels
of the 100 serum samples tested in SID-MRM analysis
were determined by electrochemiluminescence immunoassay
(double-antibody sandwich ELISA) on a Roche cobas e 602
module according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Roche
Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany).

Statistical construction of a diagnostic model. The quantitative
results from the P-MRM and SID-MRM analyses were compared
and visualised using Prism 5.0 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla,
CA, USA). The peptide concentrations of APOE, ITIH3, APOA1,
APOL1 and the expression level of CA19-9 in the serum of the NC
group (34 cases), BD (26 cases) and the PC group (40 cases) were
used to construct the diagnostic model. The statistical analyses were
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performed using SPSS (v24.0, IBM, Armonk, NY, USA), and
Po0.05 was considered statistically significant. Receiver operation
characteristic curves (ROCs) were calculated to determine the
specificity and sensitivity, as well as to compare the area under the
curve (AUC) of single candidate biomarkers and their combinations
using a binary logistic regression analysis (DeLong et al, 1988).

Immunohistochemistry. A total of 4mm of whole formalin-fixed
and paraffin-embedded tissue section samples (cancer and para-
cancer tissues of pancreas) were prepared. The samples were
deparaffinised with xylene, followed by rehydration in a series of
four graded alcohols (70, 80, 90 and 100%). Rabbit polyclonal
antibodies, anti-APOL1 (1 : 300 dilution, Proteintech, Wuhan, China),
anti-APOA1 (1 : 50 dilution, Proteintech), anti-ITIH3 (1 : 50 dilution,
Proteintech), and anti-APOE (1 : 1000 dilution, Proteintech) were
incubated for 1 h at room temperature, detected with ImmPRESS-
HRP anti-rabbit IgG reagent (Beyotime, China) and visualised using
DABþ substrate (Dako). An Aperio Scanscope XT (Leica Biosystems,
Vista, CA, USA) was used to digitally scan the slides.

RESULTS

Discovery MS. Figure 1 shows the overall workflow for the
discovery, verification and validation of the candidate biomarkers

for PC. In the whole pipeline, a series of MS-based methods were
applied as follows: in stage I, iTRAQ-2DLC-MS/MS was applied to
analyse the expression level for up to a thousand proteins in the
serum samples (with highly abundant proteins depleted) from the
NC, BD and PC groups. In stage II, 1D-targeted LC-MS/MS was
utilised to ascertain the detection of the 142 altered protein in 1D
LC-MS/MS, resulting in a shorten list of 49 interesting proteins. For
cost savings and non-discriminant selection of candidate biomar-
kers, in stage III, the 49 proteins were further verified using P-MRM
in 52 crude serum samples, resulting in a prioritised panel of
proteins that were further absolutely quantitated and validated by
SID-MRM in 100 serum samples in stage IV. The performance of
the biomarker candidates was evaluated using the ROC curves,
which was based on the quantitated concentration of these proteins.

iTRAQ 2D-LC-MS/MS enables an unbiased quantitative com-
parison of the expression levels of proteins in different samples and
is widely used in biomarker discovery. However, protein content of
serum samples has a wide dynamic range which spans 412 orders
of magnitude (Tonack et al, 2013). High abundant proteins such as
albumin masks or sequesters the detection of lower abundant
proteins (Larkin et al, 2016). To extensively identify serum
proteome, we depleted high abundant proteins prior to comparative
proteomics analysis. Besides, we used extremely high pressures in LC
and a long column packed with small particles to improve the
separation efficiency (Yin et al, 2014). In this study, a total of 1,217
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proteins were identified with a FDR of o1%, of which 142 proteins
were differentially expressed according to the criteria mentioned
above (Supplementary Information S1–S3). Among these, 78
proteins were increased 41.20-fold in serum samples from PC
group compare with NC and BD groups with P-value o0.05, and 64
proteins were decrease o0.8-fold in the PC group (Supplementary
Information S4). All the up and down regulated proteins were
applied for further analysis.

1D-targeted LC-MS/MS. To ascertain which of the proteins
discovered in a iTRAQ- 2D-LC-MS/MS method could also be
detected in 1D-LC-MS/MS analysis of crude serum sample without
high abundant protein depletion, a 1D-targeted LC-MS/MS analysis
was incorporated in the pipeline. As a result, a total of 49 proteins
were identified; other proteins were not detected due to the weak
signal and ion suppression that resulted from the high dynamic
range of the crude serum proteins (Supplementary Information S4).
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Relative quantification of candidate proteins using the P-MRM
assay. To ensure the quality of P-MRM method analysis, crude
peptides corresponding to the 49 proteins were used for the assay
development and another exogenous peptide was monitored as an
internal standard. The relative quantitation and comparison of
each peptide was based on the integration of the areas of the
chromatography peaks of the transitions for each peptide
(Supplementary Information S5). The coefficient of variation
(CV) of the summed area of transitions of the internal standard
peptide was 14% in all 52 samples, which indicated that it is
reliable to approximately evaluate the relative amount of peptides
in the different samples according to the P-MRM results.

According to the results, 47 peptides corresponding to 27
proteins showed significant changes between the PC group and NC
group (Supplementary Information S6). Some of the proteins, such
as fibronectin (FINC, P¼ 0.001), thrombospondin-1 (TSP1,
Po0.001), lumican (LUM, Po0.001), retinol-binding protein 4
(RET4, Po0.001), and gelsolin (GELS, Po0.001) (Figure 2),
showed marked differences between the PC and NC groups
(p-values as above). However, the concentrations of these proteins
were not significantly different comparing PC with BD groups.
These proteins can help us to distinguish patients with pancreatic
disorders from healthy people, but they are not appropriate
biomarkers for PC.

Of all the results, APOE and ITIH3 expression was significantly
increased in PC (Figure 2C and D), whereas APOA1 and APOL1
expression was apparently decreased in PC compared with that in
the controls (BD and NC groups) (Figure 2A and B), which was
consistent with the iTRAQ findings. These four proteins were
selected as candidates for further confirmation and absolute
quantification using the SID-MRM assay.

Absolute quantification of 4 candidate proteins using SID-
MRM. On the basis of the relative quantification results, four SIS

peptides corresponding to the 4 selected proteins (APOE, ITIH3,
APOA1, and APOL1) were synthesised for absolute quantification.
The details of the confirmed peptides are shown in Supplementary
Information S7. Standard curves were tested based on the SIS
peptides. The correlation coefficients of the weighted calibration
curves of the four SIS peptides ranged from 0.9 to 1 (Figure 3A, D,
G and J). The lower limit of quantitation (LLOQ, S/N410) of the 4
SIS peptides was also determined (Supplementary Information S8).
The good linearity and reproducibility of the 4 SIS peptides
(Figure 3B, E, H and K) proved the reliability of the SID-MRM
method we developed. Group comparisons were performed
according to the concentration of each endogenous peptide
(Figure 3C, F, R, L, Supplementary Information S10). The results
showed that the concentrations of APOA1, APOL1, APOE, and
ITIH3 were significantly different (Po0.004) between the PC vs
NC and BD groups (Supplementary Information S9).

Immunoassay measurement of CA19-9 level. The result of
CA19-9 expression level of the 100 serum samples are shown in
Supplementary Information S9.

Combination biomarker models outperform CA19-9 alone. To
gain a further insight to the utility of these markers, binary logic
regression was performed to produce predictive models that were
then analysed by ROC curves. Figure 4 shows the performance, in
terms of the area under the curve (AUC), sensitivity, specificity
values, of the serum factors such as APOE, ITIH3, APOA1,
APOL1, CA19-9. The assessment of the combination of the 4
newly discovered proteins (Com-4 proteins) and the panel of the
combination of all the five elements (Com-all) were carried out as
well.

For analysis that uses all the samples, including 34 NCs, 26 BDs
and 40 PCs, we set NC and BD group together as the control. To
differentiate PC from the control group, the plot demonstrates a
significant improvement of AUC and Youden Index for the Com-4
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Figure 4. ROC analysis of the newly developed biomarker panels. ROC Curves of APOA1, APOL1, ITIH3, APOE, CA19-9, the combinations of the
4 novel protein biomarkers (Com-4 proteins) and the combination all five elements (Com-all) are shown for differentiating PC vs NC group (A), and
PC vs NC & BD groups (B). The AUC, sensitivity and specify of CA19-9 alone, Com-4 proteins and Com-all are demonstrated (C). BD = benign
diseases; NC = normal control; PC = pancreatic carcinoma.
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proteins and Com-all compare with CA19-9 alone (Figure 4B).
The Com-4 proteins and Com-all panels outperformed CA19-9
alone for the differentiation of PC vs NC &BD group.

Comparing PC with NC group, the AUC values for APOE,
ITIH3, APOA1, APOL1, CA19-9 were 0.669 (P¼ 0,013), 0.784
(Po0.001), 0.896 (Po0.001), 0.803 (Po0.001), and
0.78(Po0.001), respectively. The Com-4 proteins robustly
increased the AUC to 0.937 (Po0.001), and the sensitivity and
specificity were 85.0 and 94.1% (Figure 4A). Incorporating with
CA19-9, the multi-marker panels named Com-all, remarkably
elevated the AUC to 0.99 with a sensitivity of 95% and specificity of
94.1%. The combination of proteins discovered in our analysis and
CA19-9 proved to be highly discriminatory between the PC and
NC groups.

Biomarker validation by immunohistochemistry in the tissue
samples. Biomarker profiles of a specific cancer are factors
generated by the tumour itself or by the systemic response to the
growing and progressing tumour. The new panel of biomarkers
identified in the serum samples was further validated by assessing
the expression level using immunohistochemistry. The antibody
staining demonstrated that APOA1 and APOL1 expression was
strong in para-carcinoma tissues. In contrast, APOE and ITIH3

expression was higher in PC tissues (Figure 5). These results were
consistent with the differential expression levels of the four
proteins in the serum samples.

DISCUSSION

A pipeline consisting of an extensive discovery stage followed by a
timely verification and validation of altered proteins is becoming
increasingly essential for the putative discovery of candidate
biomarkers. However, the lack of a highly efficient verification
method for the evaluation of multiple altered proteins has hindered
the clinical application of candidate biomarkers identified through
research (Chambers et al, 2014). Due to its multiplexing capability
and antibody independence, robust and high-throughput MRM
assays can be developed to verify and quantify hundreds of targeted
proteins across large sample sets. The combination of large-scale
proteome screens and the high-throughput MRM evaluation of
interesting proteins show the potential to increase the efficiency of
biomarker development.

On the basis of the MS methods mentioned above, in the
current work, we developed a high-throughput and non-discrimi-
natory pipeline for biomarker discovery, verification and valida-
tion, where each step systematically informed the next stage. The
following aspects were monitored carefully to ensure the
functionality of the pipeline. First, several approaches were applied
for high resolution biomarker discovery. For example, most of the
high-abundant proteins in the serum samples were selectively
depleted using affinity columns; a long column (50 cm) was utilised
to improve of the separation efficiency of the peptides; and three
subsets of iTRAQ–2DLC-MS/MS experiments were analysed
separately. The combination of these three approaches
highly increased the number of proteins identified in the serum
samples. In the discovery stage, a total of 1217 serum proteins
were identified, among which 142 circulating proteins were
revealed to be differentially expressed in PC compared with the
controls. For cost savings and non-discriminant selection of
biomarker candidates, 1D-targeted LC-MS/MS was used to
confirm the peptide detection; P-MRM was conducted to relative
quantification of the targeted proteins, thus bridging the gap
between the high-throughput discovery stage and the large-
scale targeted validation of samples. Strict quantity control was
employed in the whole MRM analysis. Fragmentation properties
(such as the retention time and chromatography traces of
fragment ions) of the synthesised peptides were used as a
constraint for the correct detection of the targeted peptides
in the complex background. An exogenous peptide was added
to each sample to monitor the reproducibility of the MRM
runs and to normalise the results of each sample. A standard curve
was constructed to ensure the high performance of the final SID-
MRM assays. Thus, reliable relative quantification of the
targeted proteins was achieved, which helped to prioritise the
candidates for further validation. Finally, the significantly altered
proteins were absolutely quantitated and evaluated in large-scale
serum samples using SID-MRM. Based on the newly developed
pipeline and excellent management of each step, a panel of proteins
was observed and the results of the ROC analysis highlight the
superiority of the newly developed 4 proteins and the combination
of the new panel with CA19-9 for the diagnosis of PC.

Our results also indicate that PC is associated with circulating
alterations in a number of proteins that represent a diverse set of
biological families, particularly proteins with functions related to
retinoid regulation (Bleul et al, 2015), inflammation and multi-
molecular metabolism. For example, APOE (2.27 times higher in
PC vs NC) is a highly abundant protein in serum and is essential
for the normal catabolism of triglyceride-rich lipoprotein
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Figure 5. APOA1, APOL1, APOE and ITIH3 expression in pancreatic
tissue samples. Representative immunohistochemistry images of
tissues stained with APOA1, APOL1, APOE and ITIH3 antibodies.
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constituents (Poersch et al, 2016). Previous studies revealed that
during tumour progression, APOE is overexpressed in ovarian
carcinomas to maintain cell growth and prevent apoptosis
(Poersch et al, 2016). ITIH3 (1.68 times higher in PC vs NC)
can be found in the extracellular matrix of various organs as well as
in the blood circulation. One study proposed that the ITIH family
acts an important factor to stabilise hyaluronic acid on the
extracellular matrix. When tumours grow, the epithelial hyaluronic
complex increases in size (Ivancic et al, 2013); thus, ITIH3 may
play an important role in extracellular matrix remodelling during
tumour progression. APOA1 (1.59 times lower in PC vs NC) is a
key component of the reverse cholesterol transport pathway,
binding to prion inflammatory phospholipids, thereby giving it
anti-inflammatory properties (Edelson, 2010). Furthermore,
APOL1 (1.34 times lower in PC vs NC) possesses both extra-
and intra-cellular functions that are crucial in host defense and
cellular homeostatic mechanisms (Hu et al, 2012).

Although we developed a powerful and high-throughput
pipeline for biomarker development, there are still some limita-
tions. As mentioned above, not all of the candidate biomarkers
discovered using 2D LC-MS/MS can be detected with 1D LC-
MRM. Some efforts could be made to improve the assays
developed, such as special enrichment of interested proteins with
very low abundance prior to MRM analysis (Ahn et al, 2012, 2015;
Kennedy et al, 2016). Nonetheless, in terms of time and cost, this
MS-intensive pipeline may still be one of the most powerful
analytical approaches for biomarker discovery, with high through-
put and high efficiency. The panel of these 4 proteins discovered
based on this pipeline was identified to have a high predictive value
with good sensitivity (85%) and specificity (94.1%) ,when
combining with CA19-9, the sensitivity significantly increased to
95%, which outperformed CA19-9 alone for highly discriminate
the PC group from the NC group. These proteins have potential
value as novel predictive circulating biomarkers for PC.
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